MiniLitmus

Because it’s easy… and the name is provisional
Litmus

- Big and complex
- In English
- Too technical for end users
- Too many tests
- Need registration
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So...

- what should end-users use to test localization outside our teams?
MiniLitmus!
MiniLitmus

- No registration required
- Simple
- Just test localizations
- In Spanish
MiniLitmus

- What need users to use MiniLitmus?
  - A beta or nightly version of the software

  ... no more
How to use MiniLitmus

- Download a beta or nightly
- Visit the tool
- Select the product
- Fill info about the product (automagically)
- Test!!
  - Pass
  - Fail
Encouraging people

- The nightmare of betatesting:
  - Who? End Users
  - Where? MiniLitmus
  - How? Articles in Mozilla Hispano or l10n projects

- Rewards?
  - Help to create a better product
  - See the product customized to the region
Questions?
Thanks!

Guillermo López <willyaranda@mozilla-hispano.org>